
PRESERVE THE VOICE 
OF THE AUTHOR

Keep this in mind:

Online learning helps students
practice learning independently.

 
However, they are learning to learn online

while learning new concepts.

Provide structure to help them succeed.

but that doesn't mean you must use them that way!

These courses were originally designed to let students:
ask questions & seek assistance 

when needed
explore content & concepts

independently
receive targeted feedback on

individual performance

HOW TO USE 
IU DESIGN ACADEMY COURSES

D i g i t a l  L e a r n i n g  G u i d a n c e

Learning online feels & looks different than learning face to face. 
That's ok.

 
Keep an open mind & establish a dialogue between teachers, students, and families. 

Adjust expectations as time passes and circumstances change.
 
 

Be understanding of yourself and others.

ENRICHMENT

 

 

 
extend learning

flexible content facilitates differentiation and
personalization of learning for all students

 
practice/review concepts

remediate understandings

 
 

INSTRUCTION

 

comprehensive digital lessons 
help students engage with content

 
 

use assignments as-is 
or 

adjust to fit student needs
or

adapt to existing curricular structures

EXPECTATIONS FOR EVERYONE

ASSESSMENT

Use assignments as diagnostics to assess
students' understanding of concepts

 
Engage in feedback conversations by
encouraging students to respond to

gradebook comments
 

Build & maintain relationships with students
through individualized disciplinary feedback

IU Design Academy Courses

ACCOUNTABILITY

Involve students in their own learning & 
hold them accountable at home by: 

 
offering independent study & practice options

 
providing choice in supplemental activities

 
facilitate flexibly-paced learning 

for those who need it

TEACHERS STUDENTS & FAMILIES

Keep these in mind:

Just because students may know how to 
play informally online

 does not mean they know how to
 learn formally online.

CLARIFY EXPECTIONS FOR ...

Check in regularly & reach out frequently
Read feedback & apply it to new assignments
Respond to gradebook comments
Ask specific questions early & often.
Follow schedules & routines; meet deadlines
Remember that this is hard for teachers, too.

Check in regularly & reach out frequently
Provide useful and useable feedback
Encourage replies to gradebook comments
Invite students to ask questions. 
Establish clear schedules, routines, & deadlines
Remember that this is hard for students, too.




